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Jo Hollier – Creating Collagraph 

 

Workshop Description: 

 

This is a liberating and exciting printmaking technique. Even though the 
plate making materials and methods are inexpensive and low-tech, artists 

are challenged to think outside the box when mastering the art of 
collagraph to create prints rich in colour tone and texture. 

 
Start or continue your printmaking journey through creating collagraph 

prints. This is achieved by building up layers of low-relief patterns with 
PVA glue and a mix of modelling media and found, flat objects onto a firm 

base plate. Initially we will experiment making plates which will be coated 
with a gloss. Once sealed and dry, the plate surface can be inked and the 

image transferred to paper. 

 
Some printmaking experience is desirable. The course will suit beginners 

with collagraph and those wishing to build on their printmaking skills. 
 

Day 1. Plate construction. Lots of messy fun to be had. Some of the 
plates may be dry enough to enable us to print on the first day but 

usually a longer drying time is necessary. As it is, you may have to take 
plates home overnight to dry the glues in a warm space. 

 
Day 2. “Kitchen table” collagraphs. As well as doing final gluing and 

coating our plates. We will be making up some experimental plates using 
small boxes, scraps and bits and pieces. Include different sticky tapes, 

envelopes, tetra-packs etc. These may be printed as relief prints by hand. 
 

Day 3. Printing our plates. This will be an intensive and exciting day with 

everyone wanting to print. Take your time with wiping and inking and 
everyone should leave with a couple of good proofs and a couple of final 

prints of their plates. 
 

You could bring: 
- Lunch 

- An apron.  
- Any found objects, textural pieces, different papers, chopped up relief 

prints and old lino plates, leaves to impress into the plates. 
 

Contact: jo@johollier.com  
About: www.johollier.com  
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